Testing
Providing safe access to elevated
worksites requires thorough
quality and stability testing.
Our state of the art hydraulic test
ramp is capable of testing all
possible access platform vehicle
combinations for vehicles up
to 36 T GVW on a slope of up to
10° longitude and latitude. The
stability testing is conducted in
compliance with both EN 280 and
ANSI standards.

Every access platform vehicle
leaving our facilities is thoroughly
tested at a cage capacity of 150
% of the maximum capacity in
the most demanding positions to
ensure operator safety. All welds,
bearings, rotations, tubes etc. is
inspected after the stress test to
guarantee the product will meet
and exceed your expectations.

Demo
Specifications and product images
are only capable of sketching a
rough outline of what a Versalift
access platform is all about. You
have to experience one first hand
to get the full picture.
TIME has several DEMO vehicles
that will allow you to see, feel and
try a Versalift in action. You can
try the advanced electrohydraulic
control systems, experience the
superior cage stability of a HD
Range Versalift and witness our

innovative workshop solutions
with TIME Smartbox, Sortimo
racking and shelving and our
patented Walk Through System.
Our DEMO fleet is attending trade
shows and exhibitions all over
Europe as well as touring the
roads on large scale road shows
- and you are of course always
welcome for a demonstration at
our Headquarters in Farsø, DK.

For a live demonstration:

(+45) 98 63 24 33

Frands Kristensen
Technical Manager
(+45) 20 29 04 33
frandsk@teamtime.dk

Per Trend-Poulsen
Test Coordinator
(+45) 20 15 75 76
pertp@teamtime.dk

Carsten Kjær Pedersen
Demo Instructor
(+45) 40 12 88 14
carstenkp@teamtime.dk
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Peder Kristensen
Service Technician & Trainer
(+45) 20 24 24 34
pederk@teamtime.dk

